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EFFECT OF SUBSTITUTIONS ON THE CELL DIMENSION OF TETRAHEDRITE
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Ansrnacr

Linear regression analyses of published data for tetra-
hedrite define equations that predict the cell dimension of
natural and synthetic tetranedrite, in terms of compositions
[r atoms per formula unit, go withiu an average of t 0.02
A, The equations are: a(A)our*.s= 10.379+0.082(A9)-
0.01 (Ag|-0.009(Cu*) + 0.66(Hg)-0.038(As) + 0. 144(Bi)
and d(A),yoti,"ti" = 10.381 + 0.039(Ag) + 0.003(Agz)-
0.019(Cu*) + 0.064(CdF0.037(As) for natural and synthetic
tetrahedrites, respectively, where Ag, Hg, As, Bi and Cd
are the number of atoms per formula unit, and Cu* is equal
to 2.0-(Fe+Zn+Hg+Cd). The equations have correlation
coefficients R2 of 0.9789 and 0.9893, respectively, and all
of the regression coefficients 0 are significant at the 9590
confidence level. Variation of the Fe/Zn ratio has no
appreciable effect on a. Calculation of changes of molar
volume with composition indicate that As*Sb, Bi*Sb,
Cu-@e,Zn), Hg-(Fe,Zn) *6 g6*@e,Zn) substitu-
tions may be ideal or nearly so, whereas the Ag- Cu sub-
stitution is not. Comparison of the equations for natural
and synthetic tetrahedrite indicates tlat the intercepts are
statistically equivalent and the coefficients for Cu* are simi-
lar, but that the coefficients for As and Ag differ distinctly.
The difference between natural and synthetic Ag-bearing
terahedrite has been noted previously; the differing dis-
tributions of data for natural and synthetic samples ofAs-
bearing tetrahedrite result in a falsely significant test that
illustrates the need for caution in interpraing statistical
results.

Keywords: tetrahedrite, linear regression, cell dimension,
molar volume.

Souuarnn

On ddfinit, par rdgression lin6aire des donndes publi6es
pour la t6tra6drite, la relation entre la maille 6l6mentaire
d'un 6chantillon naturel ou synth€tique et sapomposition
(en atomes par unit6 formulairp), i 10.02 A prds. Pour
un dchantillon naturel, a(ix) = 19.379*0.082(Ag)-
0.01(Agz)-0.009(Cu*) + 0.66(Hg)-0.038(,4$) + 0. 144(Bi);
pour un 6chantillon synthetique, a(A) = 19.361 *
0 .039(Ag)  +  0 .003(Agz) -0 .01  9(cuE)  +  0 .064(cd) -
0.037(As). Ici, Ag, Hg, As, Bi et Cd reprdsentent le nom-
bre d'atomes par unit6 formulaire, et Cu* es1 6gal e
2.0-(Fe + Zn + Hg + Cd). Ces expressions monfient un coef-
ficient de corrdlation R2 de 0.9789 et 0.9893, respective-
ment, et tous les coefficients de r6gression 0 sont signifi-
catifs d un niveau de confiance de 9590, Les variations dans
le rapport Fe/Zn n'ont aucune influence sur a. Un calcul
de la d6pendance du volume molaire sur la composition
indique que les subti tut ions As-Sb. Bi*Sb,
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Cu - (Fe,Zn), Hg- (Fe,Zn) .1 66- (Fe,Zn) pourraienr
€tre id&les (ou presque), tandis que la substitution Ag-Cu
ne I'est pas. Une comparaison des 6quations pour les dchan-
tillons naturels et synthdtiques indique que les interceptes
sont statistiquement dquivalents et les coefficients pour le
Cu* sont semblables, mais que les coefficients pour As et
Ag sont ddfinitivement diff6rents. La distinction entre
6chantillons naturels et synthdtiques de tdtraddrite argen-
tifdre a &C signal6e auparavant; les distributions diff€ren-
tes des donn6es pour les dchantillons naturels et synth6ti-
ques de t&ra6drite arsenifdre sont Ia cause des r6sultats
erron6s d'un test de signification, ce qui illustre bien Ia
n€cessit6 d'examiner les rdsultats d'analyse statistiques avec
beaucoup de soin.

(Traduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl4s: t6tra6drite, r6gression lin6aire, maille 6l6men-,
taAe, volume molaire.

Inrnopuc"noN

Wide variations in cell dimensions and composi-
tions of tetrahedrite-series minerals have been known
for nearly 50 years (Machatschki l928a,b). Bouska
(1950, Bernard (1957,1958), Bernard & Hak (1960)
and Riley (1974)have documented changes in the cell
dimension as a function of composition, but the only
attempt to quantify the relationships has been that
of Charlat & L6vy (1975), who fitted a linear equa-
tion to data gathered on a suite of26 samples from
widely scattered localities. They took into account
the variations caused by Ag, Hg, Cu2+ (ttre latter
designated as Cu'N') and As as these elements substi-
tute in a standard tetrahedrite of composition
Cuto(FerZn)rSb4sl3, with a unit-ceil dimension of
10.386 A. Subsequently, Mozgova et ol. (1979) deter-
mined the effect of Bi on the cell dimension.

Tetrahedrite was one of the earliest mineral struc-
tures to be sorved (Pauling & Neumann 1934)' and
subsequent refinements (Wuensch 1964, Wuensch el
al. 1966, Johnson & Burnham 1985) have begun to
define how the structure alters due to compositio-
nal differences. As noted by Johnson et al. (1986),
a formula of the We rvMl{rlvr26lur$vY3l4'ttz
(where Ml = Cu,Fe,Zn,Hg and Cd, M2: Cu and
Ag, X: Sb,As,Bi and Te, and land Z = S and Se)
describes the structure.

Implicil in the approach of Charlat & L6vy are two
assumptions; (i) the effect on the cell dimension
caused by varying the ratio of Fe to Zn is negligible,
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a point made by HaJl (1972), and (ii) there is no dif-
ference between natural and synthetic samples with
regards to the effect of Cu*. Their equation is valid
only for samples containing less than 20 wt.9o Ag.
Neither Charlat & L€vy nor Mozgova et al. providd
a statistical analysis of the fit of the equations other
ttran a few examples of predictive ability. As part
of a statistical analysis of tetrahedrite-series
chemistry, Johnson et al. (1986) published revised
estimates of the cell-dimension variations based otr
regression calculations. We have now completed a
further analysis, using advanced regression-
techniques that test the above assumptions, and
report the results herein.

Dare Axalvsrs

Compositions of natural and synthetic tetraheddte
with correspoading values of the cell dimension
(Johnson et at. 1986) were fitted to a multiple-term
model that considers variation in the amount of Ag,
Cu, etc. Because of the wide variation in the preci-
sion of the cell-dimensio"n measurements (Aa vary-
ing from 0.01 to 0.0001 A), a weighted least-squares
scheme was chosen. The weights were set at l/(Aa)2
for each measUrement, as thls ensures that the results
are the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE). Ini-
tial regression analyses were run using atomic 9o for
the elements involved to avoid the bias inherent in
the choice of a normalization scheme. Subsequent
comparison with a statistical analysis using a nor-
malization of 29 atoms per formula unit showed
insignificant differences between the two. Hence, for
ease of application of the regression equation and
for consistency with previous work, a normalization
scheme of 29 atoms per formula unit was used.

The first step in the regression analysis aimed to
determine if any of the regressors included in the
model at the outset do not contribute significantly
to the equations because of insufficient data. In ini-
tial runs, the variables that represent the elements
Cd, Pb, Te, Mn and Se for natural samples and Hg,
Bi, Pb, Te, Mn and Se for synthetic samples were
all found to have nonsignificant partial F-tests.
Therefore, these variables were removed from the
model, and compositions containing those elements
were deleted from the data base.

Because Cu, and those elements substituting for
Cu, are present in two crystallographically distinct
sites in the tetrahedrite structure, it was deemed
reasonable to include two different terms in the
model. Using the tetrahedrite formula of
(Cu,Ag)1e(Cu*,Fe,Zn,Hg)2(As,Sb)4SB that was sug-
gested by Charlat & L6vy (1974), Cu* was set equal
to {2.0-@e + Zn + Hg + Cd)} after all compositions
were normalized to 29 atoms per formula unit. Cu
was theu calculated as total Cu minus Cu*. and

regression analyses were run on this basis. Johnson
et al. (1986) found, however, that Ag substituted only
up to six atoms per formula unit, and Cu* only up
to two, leaving four Cu atoms for which silver does
not substitute. Accordingly, a second format for
analysis was investigated, with three types of Cu
atoms included: (i) Cus, equivalent to Cu*,
expressed as 2-(Fe+Zn+Hg+Cd), (i i) Cus,
expressed as 6-A9, and (iir) Cua expressed as total
Cu minus [CuB+Cuc]. Of the two approaches
investigated, the second, based upon the convention
of Johnson et al. (1986), provides a better fit. Elimi-
nation of the Cua regressor improves the fit fur-
ther, and is believed to be a valid step inasmuch as
the Cuo content corresponds to the four nonsub-
stituting Cu atoms in the tetrahedrite structure.

In the next step, natural tetrahedrite data that con-
tain more than four atoms of Ag per formula unit
were fitted to the equation. Here the usefulness of
including a second-order polynomial term in both
the models for the natural and synthetic data was
examined. The second-order term for silver (Ag2)
improved the fit for both data-sets, but the second-
order terms for all otler regressor variables had non-
sienificant partial Ftests and little overall effegt; they
were therefore discarded.

Throughout the preceding steps, the regression
models ihat were produced completely specified a
given composition in terms of Cu*, Fe and Znby
including two of the three as regxessors. In contrast,
the model of Charlat & LEW (1975) incompletely
specifies these compositions by only including Cu*.
The completely specified model and the three possi-
ble incompletely specified models (each containing
one of Cu*, Fe or Zn) were compared for the two
data-sets. The incompletely specified model contain-
ing Cu* was found to be the b€st of those examined.
Furthermore, theZn- and Fe-containing models were
effectively equivalent, indicating that the effects of
Fe and Zn on the cell dimension are equivalent.
Hence, all further models that were developed fol-
low the convention of Charlat &L€w (1975).

At this point the residuals were examined for nor-
mality by the use of Studentized residuals (Gunst &
Mason 1980, Weisberg 1985). Those data whose
Studentized residuals are sufficiently large ( > t 2.5)
that they represent outliers were eliminated from the
data-sets. This resulted in improvement in the over-
all fit; owing to the size of the data-bases
(nrn:222, n.v"= 150) and the small number of data
removed (lesi than l09o), this appeared to be an
acceptable step in view of the lack of control over
the quality of the data that necessarily occurs whe.n
they are obtained from a variety of published
sowcgs.

When this stage was reached, the model was
decmed complete, and validation procedures were
initiated. In regression validation, the data are split
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randomly into two groups, and the model to be vali-
dated is then run on one ofthe groups, after which
ttre resultant regrssion equation is tested on the other
group. Residuals between predicted and actual values
for the second group indicate the validity of tle equa-
tion for the population as a whole (Montgomery &
Peck 1982). The mean values for the residuals cal-
culated from this analysis were found to be at least
an order of magnitude smaller than the published
uncertainties for the actual cell-dimension, and plots
of the residuals versus predicted values showed no
systematic trends, with points clustered around zero.
The model is therefore considered to be valid.

As a final step, the two regression equations for
natural and synthetic samples of tetrahedrite were
compared using an indicator variable. The indica-
tor or "dummy" variable was added to both the syn-
thetis and the natural data to distinguish between the
two sets during calculation. The indicator and cross-
products between the indicator and the other varia-
bles were then included in the list of regressors in
the model. The resultant statistical tests of sie-
nificance for the indicator variable and the crosi-
products give a quantitative measure of how similar
the regressors are across the two groups (Mont-
gomery & Peck 1982). Only those regressors com-
mon to both the natural and synthetic data can be
so examined. The results of all final statistisal ana-
lyses are contalned in Tables 1-3 and lead to the
equations a(A)outo,ar : I 0. 3 79 + 0.082(Ag)-0.0 I
(Ag'z)-o.p9(Cu*) + 0.66(Hg)-0.038(As) + 0. luf4(Bi)
and a(A),*,u.u. : 10.38 I + 0.039(Ag) + 0.003(Ag2)
-0.019(Cu{) + 0.0@$(cd)-0.037(As).

RESULTS

For both the natural and the synthetic data, the
R2 and the adjusted R2 (Montgomery & Peck 1982)
are provided, and the partialF-tests andp-values are
given for each of the individual regression-
coefficients B (Table 2). All coefficients are sienifi-
cant at the 9590 confidence level. An overall F-test
is not given, as is often done, because it is not a valid
measure of the overall goodness of fit. In simple
linear regression, with only one regressor, the over-
all F-test is that of the single regressor. In multiple
linear regression, the overall F-test is a weighted
mean of theFtests for each individual regressor. The
adjusted R2 gives a measure of the significance of
all of the terms in the model; if nonsignificant regres-
sors are added to the model, the adjusted R2
decreases relative to the R2. The adjusted R2 also
indicates whether the standard R2 is falseb high
owing to clustering of the data. Thep-values axe the
calculated probabilities that the null hypothesis
(0, = 0) will be rejected incorrectly; as shown in
Table 2, these probabilities are less than 0.590.

Table 3 provides the results of the comparison of

TABLE 1. PUBLISHED SOUFCES OF DATA USED IN THIS PAPER
INCLUDING NUMBER OF SAMPLES AND THEIR ORIGIN

ReloroncoReterencs

Arana (1972) 1 N
Atanasov(1g7s) 2 N
Basu et al. (1981) 2 N
Basu etal. (t9&4) 6 N
Bemad (1957) 1 N
Bishop et al. (192) 1 N
Brodin et al. (1979) 3 N
Charld&L6vy(1974) 73 N
Hall (19721 10 S
lndolovstal. (1971) 9 N
Johan & Kvadak (1971) 1 N
KvaCek (19n) 1 N
Und & Makovicky (1982) 4 S
Luco et al. (1974 35 S
Maske & Sldnnsr (1971) 14 S

Mozgovaetal. (1979) 40 N
Mozgova €t al. (1980) 1 N
oon ot al. (1973) 1 N
Patrick&Hall(1984) 25 S
Flley (1974) 20 N
Fojkovic a Kdstln (1978) 38 N
shimada & Himwalad 0972) lt N
sugaki et al. (1975) 38 S
Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973) 14 S
Tatsuka & Morlmoto (192) l0 S'nmoteyswkly (1967) 2 N
Tspln st al. (l9z) I N
Tsopin el al. (1979) 2 N
Yul (1971) 3 N
Yushkin (1978) 3 N

TABLE 2. FESULTS OF FINAL REGRESSION ANALYSES ON CELL
DIMENSION FOR DATA ON MTUFAL AND SYNTHMC TETMHEDRM

NatuEl Sampls:

Yadabls

Inlorcapt
AO
adz
ci'
Hg
As
AI

!

'10.379

0.082
-0.010
-0.009

-0.038
0.144

Rz 0.9789
Adj-Rz 0.9782

Sld-Esor

0.001
0.002
0.0004
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.034

Std Enor

0.003
0.003
0.0004
0.002
0.003
0.003

Eldss evaus

8627.U8 0.0001
45.212 0.0001
-25.4n 0.0001
-3.069 0.0025
39.573 0.0001
-39.9A 0.0001

4.215 0.@01

F-value F.%lue

so74.822 0.0001
13.728 0.0001
6.375 0.0001

-7.472 0.0001
22.573 0.0001
-21.264 0.0001

Variable

Inlercgpi
Ao
A;2
C-u'

Ag

Enth€tlc samples: R2 _ 0.9893
Adi-Rz 0.9889

o
10.381

0.003
{.019
0.064
{.037

B is tha rsgresslon coofficignt; othgt values gxPlaln€d in tsxt

the two regression lines for natural and synthetic
tetrahedrite. The lowFtest and highp-value for the
intercept term indicates that the two regression lines
have a common intercept. The Ag, Ag2, and As
terms based on the significance of the tests differ
between the natural and synthetic samples, but the
Cu* term is very nearly a borderline case. On the
basis of these data, it appears that the effests are the
same regardless of the source of the data, However,
a larger base of data for both may prove that Cu*
differs between natural and synthetic data.

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF THE DATA FOR
NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC TETRAHEDRITE

Vadable

lntercepts
Ag
Ag2
Cu'
AS

F-test

- 0 .11
3.88
7.14
1.56

-3.55

p-value

0.911
0.0001
0.0001
0.1203
0.0004
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FOMUIA

CulmznuAgFAs3sSb.Eq3

cu1o.1 (FeZn).sHgi3Aso.7sb3q3

Cu12.tSb4.1St3

Curg.fbrrStg

Cut1ZnlSb1St3

Cuio.7Fe13sb{q3

Cu1o.1(Fe,Znh.ssb3.sBl.l Sr3

CussFel jAger Sbay's13q3

Cu1 ojHg1.ssb4sr3

Cu5.7(FaZn)2Aoa3SbsAs.sSI

Cue.8Agzsb4qg

Culq.1Aga3SbaJSl3

Predctsd Actual R6ldual Rstursn€

10.264 A 10.2s2 A 0.032 A

10.323 10.300 0.023

10.34.!, 10.327 0.016

10.3{{} 10.444 -0.105

10.362 10.351 0.011

10.370 10.350 0.020

10.390 10.391 -0.001

10.417 10.530 "0.113

10.481 10.453 0.028

10.511 10.489 0.022

TABTE 4. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES FOR.TETRAHEDRTTE 
DATA NOT INCLUDED IN REGRESSION

published crystal-structure refinements or from the
JCPDS data file. With the exception of the Cu-rich
tetrahedrite of Tatsuka & Morimoto (1973) and the
Ag, As-rich tetrahedrite of Johnson & Burnham
(1985), predicted and actpal dimensions differ by
only an average of t 0.02 A, and are thus well within
the prediction intervals of the regression equations.
Makovicky & Skinner (1979) found that they could
synthesize metastable Cu-rich tetrahedrite with a sig-
nificant amount of "mobile" Cu in the structure,
which undoubtedly increases the cell parameter, but
is not modeled in our equation. Furthermore,
analyses of Cu-rich tetrahedrite are uncertain owing
to instability in the microprobe beam (Lind &
Makovicky 1982). The Ag, As-rich tetrahedrite of
Johnson & Burnham (1985) has an Ag:As ratio con-
siderably different from most other reported sam-
ples of tetrahedrite (Fig. L), i.e." those that form the
basis of these regression equations. Extrapolation of
regression equations to regions of compositional
space where little or no data exist results in a poor
correspondence between predicted and actual values.
Hence, although the equations in this paper model
substitution of up to six atoms per formula unit of
Ag and four atoms per formula unit of As, inclu-
sion ofgreater than approximately one atom ofeach
at the same time will provide unreliable estimates of
the cell edge. Table 5lists the approximate linits of
composition over which these equations can be con-
sidered valid.

10.493 10.503

10.542 10.554

.0.0'10

-0.012

1

7

8

1 0

Rsturen6s

1 Wueneh st al. (1966).
2 Vslfyo & Larerttysv (1973), JCPDS €rd 29-569.
3 Tatsuka & Modmoto (1 g7€),JCPDS €rds 24 1 31 7,1 31 &,
4 Ashmnh & Hafdy (1972), JCPDS €rds 29281, 25-324:
5 Wuensh (1964).
6 John$n&Bumhm(1985).
7 lcplunnlkelal.(1980).
g Th6mpson, n.ir.,,tCpos era tt-lot.*
I r€bskopl (1972).
10 Hall & Pinsnt (1975), JCPDS @rds 27-190,190A:'

*Dda subnltted dlrectly to JCPDS wtth no olhor publishod GlaGn€.

Examples of the predictive capability of these two
equations are found in Table 4. The values of the
cell dimension given here have been collected from

6

€ s

5
E

g s

0 1 2 3 {

Aa do@

FIc. l. Plots of As versar Ag for data used in this study:
synthetic tetrahedrite of Johnson & Burnham (1985).

u l 2 3 r l
Aa doru

a) natural, b) synthetic samples. Point marked with (+) is
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TABLE 5. APPROXIMATE LMrIS OF
APPLICABLTry FOR REGRESSION EOUATIONS

IN ATOMS PEB FORMULA UNIT

TABLE 6. RESULTS OF FIML REGBESSION ANALYSES ON MOLAR
VOLUME FOR DATA ON NATURALAND SYNTHETIC TETMHEOBITE

Natural Samples: 0.9785
Adl-R2 0.928

Reslricllons

<t ilmas
<1 atom As

DrscussroN

The present analysis appears to substantiate the
initial assumptions made by Charlat &L6vy (1975)
for their data and provides refined regression-
equations to define cell-dimension variations.
Similarity of Cu between the natural and synthetic
data-sets is to be reasonably expected, at least up to
the limits of applicability, and the effects of Fe and
Zn on the cell dimensions are sufficiently similar that
they can be considered the same. This result does not
provide any insight into the observed Zn-Ag anti-
pathy (Panrick & Hall 1983, Raabe & Sack 1984,
Johnson et al. 1984, other than to indicate that it
is different from that which occurs between As and
Ag (Johnson & Burnham 1985, Johnson et al., in
prep.). All other substituting elements, with the
exception of Ag, affect the cell dimensions in a linear
fashion.

The data for Bi are anomalous in that the coeffi-
cients for Bi differ from those of other regressors
by approximately an order of magnitude, and the
standard error for the B of Bi is also an order of mag-
nitude larger. The probable cause for this is the pau-
city of data on the cell dimension of Bi-rich tetrahe-
drite and the limited range of Bi contdnt found (G{.5
atom per formula unit), which limits the usefulness
of the Bi p term.

Sack & Loucks (1985) have suggested that to an
excellent first approximation, the As-Sb,
gu-(Fe,Zn) and Ag-6i1 exchanges in tetrahedrite-
series minerals can be considered ideal. Linear
changes in molar volume are a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for ideal mixing of components
in a solid solution; however, linear changes in the
cell dimension, as we have postulated, preclude the
possibility of linear changes in molar volume. Mul-
tiple linear regression analyses were therefore run
with molar volume instead of cell dimension as the
dependent variable. The results of these analyses
Clable O are that the second-order polynomial terms
for Cu*, Hg, Cd, As and Bi are of low significance,
indicating that any deviation from linearity is not
large enough to be clearly distinguished from the
existing scatter in the data. Second-order terms for
Ag are sufficiently significant to indicate a large devi-
ation from linearity. These results therefore support

Svnthslicsamples: R2 0.9889
Adi-R2 0.9885

Variablo 0 Std Enor

Intsrcept 559.380 0.549
Ag 0.155 0.474
Ag2 0.548 0.075
Cu' -3.086 0.414
cd 10.839 0.84
As -5.849 0.274

Elemsnt

Hg

Bi
AS
Ao
C-u'

Rango

v2
v2
H.5
04
0-€
L1 E

Yadaeb

htorcapt
Ao
F;2
ci'
Hg
As
Bi

0 Std Enor

559.005 0.195
13.M0 0.301
-1.664 0.066
-1.505 0.493
10.625 0.270
- 6.150 0.154
23373 5.605

F-valuo Fvalue

28W.926 0.0001
44.693 0.0001

-25.t13 0.0001
-3.055 0.0026
39.314 0.0001
-39.876 0.0001

4.170 0.0001

F-value FEluo

1019.310 0.0001
12.965 0.0001
7.265 0.0001
1.446 0.0001
22.406 0.0001

-21.376 0.@01

Values are as in Table 1.

the conclusion of Sack & Loucks (1985) that As*Sb
and Cu-(Fe,Zn) are "ideal", but differ in that
Ag-Cu is distinctly nonideal. Furthermore, the
results of these regxessions indicare that Cd, Hg and
Bi substitutions also may be ideal or nearly ideal.

The difference in behavior ofAg between natural
and synthetic tetrahedrite is not readily explained.
Pattrick & Hall (1983) attributed it to ordering of
Ag in natural Ag-rich tetrahedrite whereas, as John-
son et al. (198Q pointed out, it may be due to
metastability in synthetic Ag-rich tetrahedrite. It has
been noted (R.C. Peterson, pers. comm.) that in Ag-
rich tetrahedrite, the S atom co-ordinated to the six
Cu sites, in which Ag substitutes, has a considera-
bly larger isotropic temperature-factor than does
non-Ag-bearing tetrahedrite. This can be interpreted
as a "smearing-out" of displacements of the S atom
over.the entire crystal; how this may affect the unit
cell is unknown. In any event, the nonlinearity of
Aa as Ag increases from four to six atoms per for-
mula unit indicates that Ag does not substituteideally
for Cu over the entire compositional range, and that
the Ag*gu substitution is less simple than previ-
ously believed.

An important fact to note is that despite the close
correspondence of the B terms for As for the two
data-sets, the quantitative statistical tests indicate
that the two populations (natural and synthetic) are
statistically distinct. There is no a priori reason for
As to differ between natural and synthetic tetrahe-
drite, and in fact, there may be no difference.
Wheras the data for natural As-bearing tetrahedrite
are scattered.randomly between zero and four atoms
of As, the As-tetrahedrite synthesized is found in
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1 2 3 C 0 1 2 3

As dom As alom

FIc.2. Plots of As versas Sb for data used in this study: a) natural; b) synthetic samples.
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groups along'the As-Sb composition line (Fig. 2).
The difference in the distribution of data, randomly
dispersed versrstightly clustered, is probably what
is reflected in the statistical test, which would then
mask any other possible differences. This illustrates
the principle of caveqt lector, the need to carefully
examine data prior to accepting a numerical result
from a "canned" statistical computer-package.
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